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DECLÉOR BEAUTY ENHANCING FACIALS
Ultimate Vitamin Glow - 60 mins - £48
Power-packed with vitamins and antioxidants, this award winning
vitamin facial melts away stress. Combines a rebalancing essential oil
elixir plus warm, decongesting mask for skin that’s purified, perfectly
replenished and glowing.
Aromatherapy Discovery Facial - 30 mins - £30
The effective rescue remedy for perfectly radiant skin. Short of time?
Discover why Decléor facials are world famous with this rescue remedy.
Includes revitalising massage, essential oils and a gentle polish to
wake-up tired skin leaving it fresh and radiant.
Decléor Prescription Facial - 60 mins - £60
A sensation of extreme effectiveness and well-being prescribed
to your individual skin needs. After an expert skin analysis, your
therapist will select from one of our targeted active masks with
renowned properties that will enhance the beauty of your skin.
Vital Eyes - 30 mins - £30
Anti-ageing and visibly plumping for a smoother eye zone. Put the
sparkle back! Featuring intensively hydrating eye masks, this targeted
treatment fights fatigue, quenches moisture loss and helps erase the
appearance of wrinkles for a sparkling, rested eye zone.

DECLÉOR ADVANCED ANTI-AGEING FACIALS
Three technologically advanced facials to fight every concern, each with
precise and blissful rituals. Based on 40 years of skincare expertise and
utilising the latest technological breakthroughs in anti-ageing care, they
bring a new lease of life to maturing complexions, offering dramatic
improvement in skin tone and clarity.
Hyaluronic Acid Wrinkle Resist - 1hr 15 mins - £65
Youth-boosting anti-wrinkle treatment. For immediately visible results,
powerful ingredients and gentle exfoliation target lines and wrinkles. A
mineral mask also lifts, plumps and firms for a luminous, youngerlooking complexion.
Collagen Plump & Lift - 1hr 15 mins - £65
Ultimately effective anti-ageing facial leaving the skin plumper and firmer.
Energising but luxurious, specialised massage helps recharge skin tissues
while an indulgent, collagen-rich mask infuses the complexion with
skin-plumping nutrients. The skin’s natural renewal process is kick-started
for firmer, radiant skin.
OrExcellence Facial Pilates - 1hr 15 mins - £65
Perfect for clients with a skin age of 50+. A Pilates session designed for
the skin to help visibly lift, remodel and re-densify, delivering a natural
lift to the face, helping reshape the contours with a re-cushioning effect.
The skin is left flawless, glowing with rosy youthfulness.

FOR MEN
Intensive Energising Face Treatment - 60 mins - £48
Kick-starts tired skin and minimises irritations. Our fatigue-fighting,
anti-ageing treatment reduces shaving bumps and irritation whilst
re-invigorating skin. Skin is soothed, moisturised and looks reinvigorated.

Express Energising Face Treatment - 30 mins - £30
A high-speed solution to re-energise skin, this rejuvenating treatment
recharges instantly to leave tired skin looking clearer, fresher and with
reduced beard growth. Job done!

MASSAGES
LAVA SHELLS MASSAGE
Lava Shell Full Body Massage - 60 mins - £53
Lava Shell Back Massage - 30 mins - £32
Lava Shells are the world’s first self-heating massage tool. Lava Shells
are 100% recycled, natural Tiger Clam shells. The indulgent and truly
pampering Lava Shells Massage offers an idyllic treatment combining
the warmth of the shells with deeply relaxing massage techniques to
create a sense of balance to the entire body and mind. Your treatment
will be tailored to suit your individual needs and leave you feeling
invigorated, muscles will be relaxed and aches and pains will be
significantly reduced.
Lava Mama Massage - 60 mins - £53
Perfect for pregnancy - Lava Shells Lava Mama pregnancy massage is an
ingenious treatment which creates a blissful combination of relaxation
and stimulation to ease away aches and pains particularly focusing on
the back, hips and legs as the pregnancy progresses. Lava Mama
Pregnancy Massage is suitable throughout the pregnancy from the
second trimester and during the post-natal period.
Swedish or Deep Tissue Massage
30 mins - £29
60 mins - £44
Choose whether you’d like a firm, invigorating massage or something
more relaxing. With over 10 years of experience, Natalie provides an
expert, specialist massage, tailor made to your individual needs.
Add an extra 15 minutes to any of our massage treatments for
an extra £10.

AROMA BLEND RITUALS
The first tailor made, results driven and recharging body treatment
program. The powers of 25 freshly blended essential oils to help treat
the skin, body and mind combined with the Decléor therapeutic
massage expertise. 4 body rituals for targeted areas of priority:
Aroma Blend Refine - 60 mins - £60
Boosts circulation and drainage of toxins to help improve of the skins
texture and reduce the appearance of orange peel.
Aroma Blend Firmness - 60 mins - £60
Stimulates the skins production to collagen to firm and tone and help
improve sagging skin.
Aroma Blend Waistline - 30 mins - £35
Eases bloating, aids digestion to relieve pollutants and excess water,
helps to flush away toxins with a specially designed colon massage.
Aroma Blend Light Legs - 30 mins - £35
Helps invigorate circulation, refreshes and stimulates to promote the
feeling of lighter legs.
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EXFOLIATING RITUALS
Red Island Exfoliating Ritual - 30 mins - £25
A full body exfoliation using Decleors exfoliating fruit seeds, an
innovative mix of fruits, spices and essential oils to exfoliate, stimulate
and energise for silky smooth skin.

BRONZING TREATMENTS
Fake Bake Spray Tan, Original - £22
Fake Bake Original Spray Tan Liquid contains naturally-derived, premium
tanning agents, DHA, DMI and Erythrulose, for natural looking and long
lasting results. The light, fast drying and non-sticky formula works upon
contact with the skin without clogging pores and with no stains or dyes,
all Fake Bake formulations enhance the natural pigment of your skin
giving realistic results. Development time 6-8 hours.

Fake Bake Spray Tan, Darker - £25
Fake Bake Darker Spray Tan Liquid is recommended for those looking
for a deeper shade of tan. The liquid includes higher concentrations of
naturally-derived, premium tanning agents DHA, DMI and Erythrulose
for a darker colour result. The light, fast drying and non-sticky formula
works upon contact with the skin without clogging pores. Development
time 4-6 hours.

HANDS & FEET
OPI Manicure - 45-60 mins - £24
Includes a skin smoothing hand exfoliation, cuticle nourish, soak and
cuticle removal, an uplifting hand and arm massage using an OPI
moisturising tonic. Nails are shaped to your liking, followed by a
conditioning nail treatment and your choice of OPI Nail Lacquer.
OPI Pedicure - 60 mins - £29
A cleansing and revitalising foot soak in a bubbling foot spa, followed by
a thorough foot exfoliation and hard skin removal. Feet and lower legs
are massaged with intensely hydrating moisturisers, followed by cuticle
removal, toe nails clipped and shaped to your liking and polished using
your choice of OPI nail lacquer.
Deluxe OPI Manicure/Pedicure - 75 mins - £34
The above, with the addition of a hand/foot mask and heated mitts/
booties.
File and Polish - 30 min - £16
Upgrade your manicure or pedicure to Gelish® for an extra £5

GELISH NAIL HARMONY
Gelish® Soak-Off Gel Polish applies like a polish, dries instantly and stays
on your nails for up to (and sometimes over) 3 weeks with no chipping
or peeling!
Cuticles, nail shape and Gelish application 45-60 mins £27.50
Gelish removal - 15 mins - £10
Why not include a mini nail treatment which includes a nail shape and an
OPI strengthening treatment for an extra £6? 30 mins - £16
Gelish removal is free of charge if it was applied by one of our therapists
with any full manicure/pedicure or Gelish reapplication.

Gelish® PolyGel
The most natural feeling nail enhancement that’s not an acrylic, not a
hard gel, with no strong odours, Gelish® PolyGel combines the best of
both in a revolutionary all-in-one system that’s undeniably better!
Stronger than hard gels and more flexible than acrylics with superior
adhesion with no lifting of separating, Polygel provides stong, flexible
feather light nails.
Gelish® PolyGel overlay - £31.50
Perfect for clients with weak and thin nails. A protective layer of PolyGel
can be applied over the natural nail to provide strength and durability.
Great for helping short nails grow longer.
Gelish® PolyGel with tips - £35.50
Tips are applied to extend the natural nail before PolyGel is applied over
the top.
Gelish® PolyGel Infills - £27.50
Infills the regrowth and repairs are made where needed.
Add Gelish® colour or French - £10
Gelish® PolyGel nail repairs £1.50 per nail.
Gems or Glitter 50p per nail.
Gelish® PolyGel removal - 30 mins - £16
PolyGel is not a soak off system. It is highly recommended you revisit
the salon should you need your PolyGel removed to avoid any damage
to the natural nail. This will include a nail shape and an OPI
strengthening treatment for your natural nails.

WAXING
Eyebrow
Top Lip
Chin
Top Lip and Chin
Under Arm
Half Leg
Full Leg
Full Leg and Classic Bikini
Classic Bikini
Brazilian
Hollywood
Chest
Full Back
Back and Chest

15 mins
15 mins
15 mins
15 mins
15 mins
20 mins
30 mins
45 mins
15 mins
30 mins
30 mins
30 mins
30 mins
45 mins

£9
£8
£8
£14
£10
£16
£23
£30
£10
£23
£25
£15
£19
£30

EYELASHES & BROWS
Eyelash Tint*
Eyebrow Tint*
Lash and Brow Tint

£12
£9
£19

Trio of Treatments*
Lash and Brow Tint with an eyebrow shape - £25
Eyebrow Shape and Tint*

£16

*Patch test required 24 hours prior to appointment
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MICROBLADING
Want perfect looking brows everyday? This permanent cosmetics treatment, performed using a manual hand tool, implants pigments into the upper
layer of the Dermis. Tiny individual hair strokes are created to mimic the appearance of natural brow hairs for a natural and realistic effect.
Microblading consultation - 30 mins - £20
Get all of your questions answered during this 30 minute consultation. The fee of £20 is redeemable against the full Microblading treatment. This is
normally done as part of your initial treatment, but can be done separately if you prefer. Eyebrow shape, style and colour will be discussed in great
detail to determine the look you are trying to achieve. We will never begin the tattoo process until you are completely happy with what they are
going to look like.
Microblading - 120 mins - £345
Using a state of the art microblading tool, tiny precision hair strokes are created by hand, mimicking the natural direction and lengths of your brows.
Pigments are then implanted into the channels created by the microblades in the dermal layer of the skin. As the pigment is new to your skin, the
eyebrows will look approximately 50% darker than the colour you selected during the consultation. This is perfectly normal and the colour will start
to fade in 3-4 days.
A top-up session will be needed around 4-12 weeks later to ensure even coverage of pigment.
The Top-up 60 minutes
A second appointment is needed 4-12 weeks after your first treatment. This is usually a 30-60 minute appointment to add more pigment to the brow
area. This is because, as the area is healing, some parts may not ‘hold’ as well as others and you may have a few patches that need more colour.
This is completely normal and everyone heals differently. Whatever the case, we advise you always come back to salon for your retouch.
Colour Boost - 60 Minutes - £175
Recommended 12 - 18 months after your initial Microblading treatment to keep your eyebrows looking perfect.

Cancellations:
We understand that sometimes
clients need to cancel or change their
appointments due to all sorts of
circumstances. If at all possible, please
can you give us at least 24 hours notice
that you can’t make it. Our policy is that
appointments cancelled within the 24
hour period may result in a 50% charge
of the full fee.

Forresters Abingdon Beauty Salon
2-4 Ock Street, Abingdon, OX14 5AW
T: 01235 536 100
Parking:
West St Helens Street Car Park,
St. Edmund’s Lane, Abingdon
OX14 5BU is a short walk to the salon.

Opening Hours:
Tuesday
9:00am - 6.00pm
Wednesday 9:00am - 6.00pm
Thursday
9:00pm - 7:00pm
Friday
9:00am - 6.00pm
Saturday
9:00am - 5:00pm
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